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Extended abstract 1

We analyze a simple continuous-time dynamic multi-agent model and study

the limit as the number of agents goes to infinity. We consider a group

of N interacting agents, who aim at minimizing an individual cost, which

is comprised by a quadratic running cost and a final reward. The running

cost is related to the rate at which a change in the state happens: changing

opinion may be a costly operation. The final reward is given as the sum of

two different terms: the willingness to align with the majority (conformism)

and the aspiration of sticking with the own type (stubbornness). These two

terms are possibly competing and represent a classical social dilemma: con-

formism, i.e., the adherence to social norms, versus stubbornness, i.e., the
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aspiration of the agent to stay as close as possible to the prescription of

personal traits. Our aim is to understand the system’s behavior in the limit

as N tends to infinity. This falls into the realm of mean field games. De-

pending on the parameters of the model, the game may have more than one

Nash equilibrium, even though the corresponding N-player game does not.

Moreover, it exhibits a very rich phase diagram, where a number of different

types of equilibria can be identified: polarized/unpolarized (related to the

size of the majority), coherent/incoherent (alignment of the final population

state with the initial state). These different equilibria may coexist, except

for T small, where the equilibrium is always unique. We fully describe such

phase diagram in closed form and provide a detailed numerical analysis of

the N-player counterpart of the mean field game. In this finite dimensional

setting, the equilibrium selected by the population of players is always co-

herent (favoring the subpopulation whose type is aligned with the initial

condition), but it does not necessarily minimize the cost functional. Rather,

it seems that, among the coherent ones, the equilibrium prevailing is the one

that most benefits the underdog subpopulation forced to change opinion.
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Extended abstract 1

We analyze the implications of strategic interactions between two heteroge-
nous groups (i.e., young and old, men and women) in a macroeconomic-
epidemiological framework. The interactions between groups determine the
overall prevalence of a communicable disease, which in turn affects the level
of economic activity. Individuals may lower their disease exposure by reduc-
ing their mobility, but since changing mobility patterns is costly each group
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has an incentive to free ride negatively affecting the chances of disease con-
tainment at the aggregate level. By focusing on an early epidemic setting,
we explicitly characterize the cooperative and noncooperative equilibria, de-
termining how the inefficiency induced by noncooperation (i.e., failure to
internalize epidemic extenalities) depends both on economic and epidemio-
logical parameters. We show that long run eradication may be possible even
in the absence of coordination, but coordination leads to a faster reduction
in the number of infectives in finite time. Moreover, the inefficiency induced
by noncooperation increases (decreases) with the factors increasing (decreas-
ing) the pace of the disease spread.
This abstract is submitted for the special section “Interactions and complex-
ity in social dynamics", organized by R. Maggistro e M. Tolotti.
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